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This paper explores the evolution of Einstein’s understanding of mass and energy. Early on, Einstein
embraced the idea of a speed-dependent mass but changed his mind in 1906 and thereafter carefully
avoided that notion entirely. He shunned, and explicitly rejected, what later came to be known as
“relativistic mass.” Nonetheless many textbooks and articles credit him with the relation E=mc2,
where E is the total energy, m is the relativistic mass, and c is the vacuum speed of light. Einstein
never derived this relation, at least not with that understanding of the meaning of its terms. He
consistently related the “rest energy” of a system to its invariant inertial mass. © 2009 American
Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Einstein’s first paper on relativity1 appeared when the con-
cept of a speed-dependent electromagnetic mass had already
become a topic of considerable interest. He accepted this
idea but changed his mind after being confronted by a far
more compelling insight. We will show that after reading
Planck’s 1906 article2 in which the concept of relativistic
momentum was introduced, Einstein came to realize that it
was the relativistic equations for energy and momentum that
were primary. From that perspective it became clear that the
inertial mass m was invariant, and he never again spoke of
mass as being speed dependent.

Over the next several years, no doubt unaware of Ein-
stein’s change of mind, a number of researchers continued to
elaborate on the idea that inertial mass varied with relative
speed v. For them Newtonian mass had to be replaced by the
idea of “relativistic mass” mr�v�, where

mr = m0�1 − v2/c2�−1/2. �1�

Here m0 is the object’s rest mass, the inertial mass when v
=0. It was already commonplace to represent �1−v2 /c2�−1/2

by �, whereupon mr=m0�, or just mr=m�. After 1908 there
were two conflicting interpretations of relativistic dynamics:
Einstein’s invariant-mass perspective and the relativistic
mass formulation.3

Meanwhile Einstein had shown that the energy of a system
at rest was proportional to its inertial mass. Over the decades
that followed, this extremely significant discovery took on
the symbolic form E=mc2, wherein E is the total energy and
m is the relativistic mass. Surprisingly, Einstein never de-
rived nor ever accepted this relation. As E=mc2 was becom-
ing the most widely recognized symbol of the Atomic Age,
Einstein maintained that this general statement was formu-
lated “somewhat inexactly.” 4

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC MASS

In 1881, J. J. Thomson, the discoverer of the electron,
raised the possibility that inertia might, in whole or in part,
be electromagnetic in origin.5 The implications of his analy-
sis captured the imagination of many researchers and led to
the publication of over a hundred related articles.6 In 1897
George F. C. Searle derived expressions for the electromag-

netic energy possessed by various moving charge
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distributions.7 Although he did not explicitly calculate it,8 his
treatment ultimately led to an equation for a speed-dependent
electromagnetic mass.9

The next development came in 1899 in an article10 by the
renowned physicist Hendrik Antoon Lorentz. That paper
dealt with a stationary aether, vibrating media, and moving
“small charged particles or ions.” Lorentz showed “that the
same ion will have different �speed-dependent� masses for
vibrations parallel and perpendicular to the velocity of trans-
lation.”

The first experimentalist to take up the challenge of mea-
suring the predicted variation in the mass of moving charged
objects was Walter Kaufmann. He began his study in 1901
using high-speed electrons emitted from radium.9 Kaufmann
accelerated the electrons laterally with a localized electric
field E, bending their paths into circular arcs using a constant
magnetic field B parallel to E. By measuring the point of
impact on a film plate and knowing the values of both fields,
he calculated the charge-to-mass ratio �e /m� of the electron
and found that it appeared to be speed dependent.11 The ge-
ometry of Kaufmann’s apparatus was a little complicated,
but the basic physics was straightforward:12 the B-field bent
the beam into arcs whose radii depended on each electron’s
momentum. The known E-field allowed the particles’ speeds
to be determined.

Although no one knew it at the time, the definition of the
momentum p was crucial. If the traditional expression p
=mv was used, and there was no reason not to, the experi-
ment clearly showed that e /m decreased as the speed in-
creased and the mass was speed dependent. If the proper
relativistic momentum p=�mv was used �which would have
been impossible because it had not yet been conceived�, the
experiment would have shown that e /m was constant as was
m; it was p that was changing with v in a nonlinear way.

Kaufmann utilized Searle’s analysis and determined that
“the formula gives the observed values �of the speed-
dependent mass� quite well.” 9 In later papers he would cor-
rect several early errors and use a more sophisticated analy-
sis than Searle’s.

The theoretician Max Abraham, who was a friend of Kauf-
mann, modeled the electron as a uniformly charged rigid
sphere moving in the all-pervasive aether. He called the me-
chanical mass m and the electromagnetic mass �. That nota-
tion would show up again in Einstein’s June 1905 paper.13

Abraham14 conceived of both a transverse and a longitudinal

mass distinguished by the direction of the electron’s velocity
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with respect to its acceleration. He expressed these two
speed-dependent masses in terms of �0, the electromagnetic
mass for small velocities.

Lorentz in 1904 modeled the electron as a tiny charged
sphere,15 which experienced a FitzGerald contraction as it
moved through the aether. He was aware of Abraham’s 1903
analysis and derived a transverse mass that was equivalent to
m0�—which is identical to Eq. �1�—and a longitudinal mass
corresponding to m0�3. Both of his results were much sim-
pler than Abraham’s.14

Kaufmann, now in the middle of a significant theoretical
dispute, continued his research hoping to resolve the matter.
In his setup each electron moved at a constant speed in an
almost circular arc perpendicular to B. Each experienced an
acceleration that was perpendicular to its velocity, and there-
fore the quantity accessible to Kaufmann was the transverse
mass. As time went on, Lorentz’s model came to fit Kauf-
mann’s observations almost, but not quite, as well as did
Abraham’s.16

Kaufmann and those who improved upon and extended his
work were convinced that they had observed the manifesta-
tions of mass varying with speed. Einstein would later allude
to the alternative that they had instead observed the manifes-
tations of momentum varying nonlinearly with speed.

III. THE SPECIAL THEORY

Einstein was an assistant examiner at the Federal Office
for Intellectual Property, the patent office, in Bern, Switzer-
land, when he published his first article on relativity �June
1905�. “Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper” was no rou-
tine analysis applying Maxwell’s theory to yet another set of
specific conditions.17 Rather it was an entirely new way to
look at the physical world. Not many initially recognized just
how revolutionary it was.18 The final portion of the paper
was the “Electrodynamic Part,” the last section of which, the
“Dynamics of the Slowly Accelerated Electron,” is the treat-
ment we are interested in here.

Young Einstein �he had just turned 26� took a remarkably
general approach to the moving electron. He applied his new
theory without making any assumptions about the structure
of the electron. By using F=ma he showed �in about 2.5
pages� that a pair of velocity-dependent transverse and lon-
gitudinal mass equations could be derived, as he put it, “fol-
lowing the usual approach.”

His conclusions were presented in a way equivalent to
transverse mass=��1−v2 /c2�−1 and longitudinal mass
=���1−v2 /c2�−1/2�3. “As long as the electron moves slowly,”
� is its mass �he used V instead of c, as had Lorentz�. We can
rewrite the right sides of each of Einstein’s equations as ��2

and ��3. Lorentz had produced transverse and longitudinal
masses equivalent to �� and ��3; clearly only one of these
agrees with Einstein’s results. Interestingly, it is the longitu-
dinal component that matches for both theories, and it is the
longitudinal component that no one would measure.

Despite the claims of dozens of textbooks,19 biographies,20

historical treatises,21 and countless journal articles,22 Eq. �1�
does not appear anywhere in Einstein’s June 1905 master-
work nor anywhere else in his entire published oeuvre.

The Technical Examiner Third Class had demonstrated
that his theory could produce results much like those of
Abraham’s more traditional analysis; that may well have
been his primary intention in presenting the treatment �see

Sec. 10 in Ref. 1�. To accomplish this unpropitious detour,
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Einstein assumed F=ma, which had the effect of bifurcating
the mass. Of course, F=ma holds for constant m and hardly
seems an appropriate place to start a derivation of speed-
dependent mass.

The June 1905 paper goes on to derive for the first time
the expression for the relativistic kinetic energy. Einstein ac-
complished this derivation in a fortuitous way. He calculated
the work W done in slowly accelerating an electron from
zero to v via an electric field parallel to the x-direction �as-
suming no radiation�. That was a lucky choice because it
involved only the longitudinal mass ��3. As we will see in
Sec. III A, the expression Einstein used for the force �Fx

=��3ax� was relativistically correct in spite of the fact that
he started with F=ma, which was not. Integrating dW
=Fxdx=��3vdv immediately leads to KE=�c2��−1�, given
here in only slightly modernized notation. This result was
correct even though the derivation, which predates the dis-
covery of relativistic momentum, did not begin with F
=dp /dt and so leaves something to be desired.23

In August 1906, five papers later, Einstein �now Technical
Examiner Second Class� returned to the subject of speed-
dependent mass for the last time in “On a method for the
determination of the ratio of the transverse and the longitu-
dinal mass of the electron.” 24 There had been so much ac-
tivity by Kaufmann and others that Einstein was drawn back
to the topic, not knowing that theoretical insights were de-
veloping that would soon prompt him to abandon the concept
entirely. Einstein’s brief August 1906 article proposed an ex-
periment to measure the ratio of the transverse to longitudi-
nal masses of an electron. He calculated formulas for those
ratios as predicted by the leading theories �of Abraham,
Lorentz-Einstein, and a new short-lived contender by
Bucherer�.25 The article ended with an entreaty to experi-
mentalists to build and use the device, although it seems no
one ever did.

Today this paper’s chief significance is that it tells us that
Dr. Einstein �he had received his Ph.D. in July 1905� was
still invested in speed-dependent mass in mid-1906. More-
over, it reveals that even though he had not explicitly shown
that the transverse mass was equal to ��, he was content to
have his name associated with that formulation and thereby
with Lorentz, whom he deeply admired.

A. Planck, momentum, and mass

The June 1905 paper26 contains very little dynamics, and it
was to be expected that someone would further develop the
subject. That person was Max Planck, then a member of the
editorial board of the Annalen der Physik, and a very early
advocate of the new theory. In less than a year Planck, who
had been communicating with Einstein, was ready to publish
his first memoir on relativity �in March 1906�.2 Like Ein-
stein, he began with electrodynamics but used a different
approach to force, along with the more powerful Hamilton–
Lagrange formalism. Planck produced an equation for the
relativistic momentum of a point-mass, namely, p=mv�1
−v2 /c2�−1/2. Significantly, there was only one mass for the
moving particle, and it was constant and independent of
direction.

Lorentz27 had already derived �in 1904� an expression for
the electromagnetic momentum of a spherical electron �of
radius R with a uniform charge distribution� whose electro-

2 2
magnetic mass was m0=e /6�Rc . For such an electron,
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moving at a speed v, Lorentz showed that its momentum was
p=�m0v. Planck was probably aware of this result, and al-
though the physics was quite different from his far more
general analysis, the agreement must have been reassuring.

Planck �March 1906�28 went on to derive an expression for
what he called the “lebendigen Kraft,” namely, �mc2

+constant. That’s the old-fashioned term “living force,”
which is best translated as kinetic energy �that is the way
Einstein later interpreted it�.29 When the constant is equal to
−mc2, this expression becomes KE=�mc2−mc2, which is
identical to the expression Einstein had found less rigorously
in 1905.30

Planck’s insightful approach had a great influence on Ein-
stein. After August 1906, Einstein would never again allude
to transverse and longitudinal mass �even though Planck
eventually did�. We know roughly when this change of mind
occurred. J. Stark asked Einstein to write a review article on
relativity for the prestigious Jahrbuch der Radioaktivität und
Electronik �December 1907�.31 Einstein produced a long es-
say in which he reconstructed his 1905 moving-electron cal-
culation, this time in the more rigorous manner of Planck’s
1906 paper.2 As Einstein put it, “force is defined as in
Planck’s study,” namely, as the time rate of change of mo-
mentum. Moreover, “the formulations of the equations of
motion of material points, which so clearly demonstrate the
analogy between these equations of motion and those of clas-
sical mechanics, are also taken from that study.” By using
relativistic momentum, Einstein dispensed with the trans-
verse and longitudinal masses altogether; they simply did not
enter the analysis.

From then onward �even into general relativity� Einstein
focused on the centrality of the relativistic equations for en-
ergy and momentum. Beyond a single personal letter �which
we shall consider�, there is no record of him ever again dis-
cussing a speed-dependent mass.

Planck’s next paper �September 1906�16 was a reanalysis
of Kaufmann’s experiment. He came up with expressions for
the electron’s speed-dependent momentum as predicted alter-
natively by Abraham’s theory14 and by relativity. Planck’s
charge-to-mass ratio �� /�0� was constant, and there was no
mention of speed-dependent mass. Nonetheless when com-
pared with the experimental observations, Planck’s analysis
still favored Abraham’s theory.

The article “Zur Dynamik bewegter Systeme” �June
1907�32 was Planck’s attempt to unify electrodynamics, me-
chanics, and thermodynamics. It was the first paper to put
forward a relativistic formulation of thermodynamics;
therein Planck generalized the idea of momentum and intro-
duced transverse and longitudinal mass. Einstein was moved
by the overall effort to write Part IV, “On the mechanics and
thermodynamics of systems,” into his December 1907 re-
view article.33 Although he adopted some of Planck’s meth-
odology, Einstein never utilized the concept of speed-
dependent mass and did not even mention it.

At the end of Part III of the December 1907 article, Ein-
stein turned his attention to Kaufmann’s experimental
results,34 making the following rather telling observation: “It
should be mentioned that the theories of electron motion of
Abraham and of Bucherer yield curves which fit the ob-
served curves substantially better than the curves deduced
from relativity theory. But it is my opinion that scant plausi-

bility attaches to those theories, because their basic assump-
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tions which concern the mass of the moving electron are not
suggested by theoretical systems that encompass wider com-
plexes of phenomena.” 35

The “theoretical systems that encompass wider complexes
of phenomena” are no doubt the relativistic equations for
energy and momentum.

The experiments of Kaufmann and others had to be rein-
terpreted. Any experimental deviation of the high-speed mo-
tion of electrons from that predicted classically could be un-
derstood in terms of the new dynamics, that is, in terms of
the equations for relativistic momentum and energy, mass
was relativistically invariant. The new dynamics was consis-
tent with Lorentz’s conclusions. Both predicted the same ex-
perimentally observed motion of electrons in a perpendicular
B-field, albeit from completely different perspectives. Soon
people were alluding to the Lorentz–Einstein predictions,
and Einstein himself had done as much �August 1906�25 as
had Planck.

The rigorous statement of Newton’s second law is F
=dp /dt not F=ma. Had Einstein begun Sec. 10 of the June
1905 treatment with F=dp /dt and the correct relativistic
form of p—which had not yet been discovered—he would
not have arrived at two speed-dependent masses.36

After Planck’s memoir2 of March 1906 using F=dp /dt,
anyone would have been able to show by taking the deriva-
tive of p=�mv, that the relation between F and a depends on
the direction of F with respect to v. When the force and
velocity are perpendicular, F�=�ma�, and when the force
and velocity are parallel, F� =�3ma�. The similarity between
these and Lorentz’s results no doubt convinced many that the
two theories were equivalent. After 1907 there was some
irony in that conclusion because it could then be said that
Lorentz’s theory �which involved the aether and little
charged spherical electrons� had always been questionable in
some regards, and that Einstein’s approach �sans speed-
dependent mass� was now quite correct.

In his lectures at Princeton37 in the Spring of 1921 Ein-
stein stated after expressing force in a form equivalent to F
=dp /dt=d��mv� /dt that “this equation, which was previ-
ously employed by H. A. Lorentz for the motion of electrons,
has been proven to be true, with great accuracy, by experi-
ments with �-rays.” 38 He said nothing about speed-
dependent mass.

Einstein derived the kinetic energy of a moving electron in
terms of � at the end of his June 1905 essay.30 Yet after
Planck’s 1906 paper39 he surely knew that early derivation
was unsatisfactory. Two years later �May 1907�40 he derived
the kinetic energy of a rigid body and arrived at the same
equation wherein “� denotes its mass �in the conventional
sense�.” From then on, inertial mass would always be mass
“in the conventional sense.”

Embedded in the formula for the kinetic energy was ��1
−v2 /c2�−1/2, but Einstein did not mention it specifically as a
quantity of intrinsic significance, nor did he draw any con-
clusions about inertial mass being either speed dependent or
direction-independent; those were no longer issues for him.
By the end of 1907, Einstein’s mechanics included a fairly
sophisticated relativistic dynamics, wherein mass was invari-
ant, although not everyone noticed. To many, the idea that
mass varied with speed—as did time and length—had al-
ready become accepted and was seemingly borne out by
years of experimentation.
Einstein did not publish a recantation of his little dalliance
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with speed-dependent mass; that was well behind him and
better forgotten, nor did anyone else make any effort in the
literature of the time to deal with the issue and set the record
straight. There simply existed two simultaneous antithetic
worldviews: to some, mass was speed dependent; to others,
mass was invariant. The experimentalists pressed on, most
never noticing that Einstein had quietly changed the game. It
is in that unfortunate milieu that relativistic mass would soon
be conceived.

B. The invention of relativistic mass

As Einstein was shunning speed-dependent mass, others
were embracing it. To derive the equations for mass directly
from dynamics, Gilbert Lewis and Richard Tolman41 �1908–
1912� considered various kinds of collisions. These treat-
ments contain the unjustified assumption that momentum has
the classical form p=mv �something Einstein no longer ac-
cepted�. Inexplicably, Planck’s reformulation, p=�mv, was
completely ignored.

Undaunted, Lewis and Tolman coupled that conjecture
with the two classical laws of conservation of mass and mo-
mentum, applied in a manner that was consistent with the
coordinate transformations of Lorentz. They derived a single
directionally independent expression for the mythical speed-
dependent mass, m=m0�1−v2 /c2�−1/2. Among the many be-
lievers this derivation was a great success. It did not matter
that it was a blend of classical and relativistic ideas; the end
result was just what some people were looking for.

Paraphrasing Tolman �1917�,42 when force is defined as
the time rate of change of momentum, and momentum is
Newton’s momentum, not Planck’s, then a single speed-
dependent mass independent of direction, mr�v�, results. Be-
cause this expression was identical to the Lorentz–Einstein
mass m0�, the concept that would become known as relativ-
istic mass soon muted any mention of transverse and longi-
tudinal mass.

In time, the improved data of Bucherer �1909�,43 Neumann
�1914�,44 and others45 seemed to some to establish the verac-
ity of mr=m0�1−v2 /c2�−1/2, but to those who followed Ein-
stein, that was an illusion. We do not know who was first to
call it relativistic mass, it may well have been Born �1920�,46

but it was not long before mr�v� was codified as a central part
of Einstein’s dynamics in spite of his unwavering, albeit si-
lent, disapproval.

In his many papers �including the unpublished manuscript
in 1912�, lectures �for which transcripts survive�37 and
books, Einstein produced relativistic expressions for the total
energy, kinetic energy, rest energy, and momentum, but he
never explicitly derived mr=m0�1−v2 /c2�−1/2. Although the
juxtaposition of m and �1−v2 /c2�−1/2 showed up frequently
in his work, Einstein did not combine the two terms into the
single concept of relativistic mass. Whenever he used the
word “mass” after 1906, it was, as he put it, in the conven-
tional sense. For example, in his Gibbs Lecture in Pittsburgh
�1934�, he referred to “m �as� the rest mass or, simply, the
mass.” 47

In 1948 Albert Einstein wrote in a private letter: “It is not
proper to speak of the mass M =m�1−v2 /c2�−1/2 of a moving
body, because no clear definition can be given for M. It is
better to restrict oneself to the rest mass, m. Moreover one
may certainly use the expressions for momentum and energy

when referring to the inertial behavior of rapidly moving
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bodies.” 48 And that is exactly what he did after 1906 until
his death in 1955.49 Unfortunately, by the mid-20th century,
the conceptual edifice built on the notion of speed-dependent
mass and crowned by E=mc2 had become the well estab-
lished consensus in spite of the great man’s wishes.

C. The origins of E0=mc2

Three months after the June 1905 essay,50 Einstein pub-
lished a short but important paper concerning energy. Over
the years he went on to develop the nomenclature of relativ-
istic energy as well as the notation, but both were still rudi-
mentary in 1905. When Einstein wrote the paper, “Does the
inertia of a body depend upon its energy content?” �Septem-
ber 1905�,51 he did not yet make the distinction between
“total energy” E and “rest energy” E0, and neither can be
found in that essay although “energy content” �energieinhalt�
seems to be his equivalent of “internal energy.” Moreover he
did not distinguish explicitly between rest mass and relativ-
istic mass; the latter term had not yet been conceived. Ac-
cordingly there is great opportunity here for misinterpreta-
tion, which has occurred frequently since that paper was
published. Still, this article is most often cited as the origin
of E=mc2 and that makes an accurate exegesis all the more
important. Fadner �1988�52 correctly asserted that “while
Einstein was the first to write E0=m0c2 �in our notation�, he
did not actually write E=mc2 in these early papers.” And he
did not do so, not as an oversight, but because he knew
better. Okun �1989� has astutely pointed out8 that one of the
issues of contention in the physics community today is
whether the correct energy equation is E=mc2 wherein m
is relativistic mass or E0=mc2 wherein m is �rest� mass.
We will show that Einstein always embraced the latter
formulation.

In the September 1905 memoir,53 Einstein imagined a
body at rest emitting two plane waves of light in opposite
directions where “all the while, the body shall stay at rest.”
Using results from his June paper,1 he showed that “the mass
of a body is a measure of its energy content.” In other words,
“if the energy changes by L, the mass changes in the same
sense by” L /c2. Some contemporary writers have reinter-
preted this phrase as �E /c2 and concluded therefore that
�E=�mc2, which naturally leads to E=mc2, where E is total
energy and m is relativistic mass, a concept not even in ex-
istence in 1905. Einstein certainly did not put forward that
line of reasoning.

The “body” in Einstein’s analysis was at rest before and
after it emitted. That is why he had it send out two waves in
opposite directions. Thus designating the object’s rest mass
as m0, it follows that �m0=L /c2. Because E=E0, it must be
that L=�E0 and �E0=�m0c2. Once it is established that
there is no other mass than the rest mass, we should write
this relation as �E0=�mc2, which leads to the very different
conclusion, E0=mc2. This is what Einstein meant here, and it
is what he meant on those few occasions54 when he wrote
E=mc2. He consistently made it clear that the body he was
talking about was at rest so that E was the energy of the
system at rest �what would come to be written as E0�.

The physical significance of the concept of rest energy had
not yet been enunciated by Einstein or anyone else. Thus it
was reasonable for him to talk about the energy of an object

at rest and write it as E rather than E0. Einstein only got
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down to examining the notion that we call rest energy55 in
1907 and did not consistently designate it as E0 until much
later.

In May of 1906 Einstein published a short paper entitled
“The principle of conservation of motion of the center of
gravity and the inertia of energy.” 56 It explored the relation
between energy and mass, mindful of some earlier work
�1900� by Poincaré57 in which he had produced an equation
suggestive of E=mc2. It is important to look at this 1906
paper carefully because it too is often erroneously cited as
the place where Einstein introduced E=mc2.

Einstein’s 1906 study58 was problematic in that he utilized
massless objects at a time when no one knew anything about
their dynamics. His Gedanken experiment involved a “sta-
tionary hollow cylinder freely floating in space” whose end
caps �left and right� were A and B. A pulse of light of energy
S—we use E here instead—leaves A and travels to B. From
Maxwell’s theory, upon emission of the pulse, the A-cap ex-
periences a backward force and the cylinder recoils to the
left. The pulse is soon absorbed at B and the displaced cyl-
inder comes to rest.

Einstein then transferred E to a mythical massless “carrier
body” at B. Because he uses a body and not a point, the
energy can be taken up internally by the carrier. The carrier
first absorbs E and is then moved back to A; the idea is to
return the cylinder to its original state. Assume the carrier
now has mass and momentum because it contains E. This is
the rest energy of the carrier, although Einstein did not call it
that. The cylinder recoils to the right on the departure of the
carrier body and comes to a stop at its original location when
that carrier stops at A. There the energy is off-loaded to the
A-cap from whence it came. To return the system to its origi-
nal configuration, Einstein sent the massless carrier, now
sans E, back to B. Because it is without E and also without
mass, it does not carry momentum and does not shift the
cylinder. Everything is returned to its original state, and the
system has gone through a complete cycle and is unchanged
provided mass is associated with the rest energy of the oth-
erwise massless carrier body.

If that were not the case and the carrier “remains massless
even after it has absorbed the amount of energy” E, the cyl-
inder would not shift to the right when the carrier leaves B.
Hence, the system could be cycled back to its original con-
figuration except the cylinder would have advanced to the
left in the process. That advance could be repeated endlessly,
moving the cylinder along without the action of an external
force, thereby violating the basic principles of mechanics.
The conclusion is clear: “any energy E �transferred into the
carrier body at rest� possesses the inertia E /V2;” that is, m
=E /c2, where E is a specific amount of internal energy. Be-
cause it is internal or rest energy, the equation is properly
written as m=E0 /c2.

Our concern here is less with the physics of that thought
experiment than with Einstein’s views on mass and energy.
We conclude that as of mid-1906 he embraced E0=mc2 and
he did not intend to establish, derive, or sanction E=mc2.

This thought experiment has often been redesigned in re-
cent years59 and employed to claim that Einstein proved that
the total energy E equals mc2 where m is relativistic mass.
Not so! In fact, here E is the quantity of energy originally in
the light pulse, the quantity added at B to the carrier body at
rest, and thus it is rest energy and corresponds to rest mass

2
�m� via E0=mc .
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The discussion of energy took on a decidedly more mod-
ern tone in Einstein’s May 1907 paper, “On the inertia of
energy required by the relativity principle.” 60 This paper be-
gan, “the principle of relativity, in combination with Max-
well’s equations, leads to the conclusion that the inertia �that
is, inertial mass� of a body increases or decreases with its
energy content in a completely determined way.” Einstein
again used the phrase energy content, something very close
to rest energy, a term still not yet articulated.

In Sec. IV of Ref. 60 Einstein treated a collection of force-
free, differently moving point masses. He next considered a
frame wherein the net momentum was zero �which can al-
ways be found for objects having mass�. There the kinetic
energy of the system moving as a whole vanished. In that
frame he designated the energy as E0 �actually �0�, and al-
though he did not refer to it that way, this quantity is the rest
energy. He then set E0 equal to �V2, still using V for c,
which in modern notation translates into E0=mc2, wherein m
is rest mass.

As seen from a coordinate frame with respect to which the
multiparticle system was moving uniformly, Einstein
maintained61 that it had a total energy E=�mc2. He was very
clear here; the total energy of the system was E=�mc2, and
E=mc2 does not appear anywhere in the discussion.

The paper concludes, “Thus, a system of moving mass
points—taken as a whole—has more inertia the faster the
mass points move relative to each other.” It is the internal
“relative” motion, the internal kinetic energy, and not the
uniform motion of the system as a whole or the external
kinetic energy that contributes to the inertial mass of the
system. If external kinetic energy contributed, mass would be
speed dependent, and Einstein had rejected that idea.

D. The meaning of rest energy

Einstein did not develop the modern concept of rest en-
ergy until his long review article62 of December 1907. There
he considered a compound physical system and showed that
it “behaves like a material point of mass M, where M de-
pends on the system’s energy content E0 according to the
formula M =�+E0 /c2.” The quantity M is the mass we mea-
sure �that is, the “apparent” mass�, � is the “actual” mass
�that is, the rest mass of its various parts�, and E0 is the
internal energy �kinetic plus potential energy� of the system.
This paper is still an early one and the nomenclature was
evolving such that E0 is not yet the more inclusive rest en-
ergy familiar to us. Einstein explains, “Since we can arbi-
trarily assign the zero-point of E0, we are not even able to
distinguish between a system’s ‘actual’ mass and its ‘appar-
ent’ mass without arbitrariness. It seems far more natural to
consider any inertial mass as a reserve of energy.” 63

Inasmuch as the zero of E0 is arbitrary, the energy �c2 can
be folded into E0, whereupon M =E0 /c2, and with that ges-
ture E0 becomes our modern-day rest energy. This extension
of the concept of internal energy was a major advance in that
henceforth the rest energy of a system of interacting particles
would explicitly embrace the internal potential energy, inter-
nal kinetic energy, and the mass-energy of the once free par-
ticles now constituting the system. Further, because “any in-
ertial mass” is “a reserve of energy,” we can expect that rest
energy would be able to be converted into some other form
of energy, viz., kinetic energy. That ability to transform is a

central aspect of energy.
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In 1920 when Einstein wrote, “we can look at mc2 as the
energy of the mass point when it is at rest,” 64 the nomencla-
ture was still somewhat incomplete. In his May 1921 lectures
at Princeton, he said that E0=mc2 and with c set equal to
one, “the energy, E0, of a body at rest equals its mass.” 65 By
1934 Einstein was using the terms rest energy and total en-
ergy as is done nowadays, but by then much of the scientific
world had already accepted E=mc2 as if it were part of the
catechism of relativity.

E. Conservation and conversion

Today’s physics literature contains dozens of articles
maintaining that relativistic mass is conserved and that as a
result there is no such thing as the conversion of mass into
energy and vice versa.66 This issue, which comes down to the
fundamental equivalence of mass and energy, is an ongoing
concern of tremendous philosophical and pedagogical impor-
tance. Moreover, Einstein’s position on these matters has of-
ten been misrepresented. Although he never spoke publicly
about his views on relativistic mass �perhaps because in 1905
he had contributed to the confusion�, he was much more
forthcoming on the issues of conservation of mass and the
interconvertibility of mass and energy.

Einstein was unequivocally against the traditional idea of
conservation of mass. He had concluded that mass and en-
ergy were essentially one and the same; “inert mass is simply
latent energy.” 67 He made his position known publicly time
and again:68 “the inertial mass of a body depends on its en-
ergy content…. This theorem overturns the principle of the
conservation of mass, or, rather, fuses it with the principle of
conservation of energy into a single principle.” 69

Einstein was not the first person to suggest that mass
might be transformed into energy. Frederick Soddy in 1904,
impressed by the amount of energy available from radioac-
tivity, presciently concluded that its source was the mass of
the sample itself.70 According to Pais, “Einstein had in mind
the loss of weight resulting from radioactive transforma-
tions,” whenever he talked about “the mass-energy
equivalence.” 71 As early as 1907 Einstein put it in terms that
cannot be misinterpreted: “it is possible that radioactive pro-
cesses will be detected in which a significantly higher per-
centage of the mass of the original atom will be converted
into the energy of a variety of radiations than in the case of
radium.” 72 We can go to the AIP history website73 and hear
Einstein say �1948� in a gentle unassuming voice: “It fol-
lowed from the special theory of relativity that mass and
energy are both but different manifestations of the same
thing—a somewhat unfamiliar conception for the average
mind. Furthermore, the equation E is equal �to� mc2, in
which energy is put equal to mass, multiplied by the square
of the velocity of light, showed that very small amounts of
mass may be converted into a very large amount of energy
and vice versa.”

The operative word here is “converted.”

IV. CONCLUSIONS

After Planck introduced relativistic momentum in 1906,
Einstein abandoned speed-dependent mass. From then on
mass was invariant. When the term relativistic mass �Eq. �1��
became popular, Einstein silently eschewed it. By then he
was well into the general theory and for him m was “an

74
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Einstein often reminisced about the contributions of spe-
cial relativity. Not surprisingly he never mentioned relativis-
tic mass, but instead opined that the “most important upshot”
was the discovery “that inert mass is simply latent energy.” 75

On several occasions he wrote the expression E0=mc2,
wherein m was always invariant mass—the only mass—no
need any longer to call it rest mass or subscript it with a zero.

Einstein never derived E=mc2 without making it clear that
“E is the energy contained in a stationary body.” 76 Still,
those who accepted relativistic mass had given the public a
mantra it could recite, namely, E=mc2, which became a pop-
culture icon, even if its meaning was muddled. That Einstein
was sensitive to the misleading nature of that equation—as it
had come to be widely understood—is evident in his com-
ment �1946�: “It is customary to express the equivalence of
mass and energy �though somewhat inexactly� by the for-
mula E=mc2. . ..” 76
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